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The present invention relates to a process 
and apparatus for separating wax from‘ oils. 
vAccording to recent developments in the 

art of dewaxing petroleum distillates or re 
siduums the wax is separated with the aid of 
centrifugal force by passing the chilled stock 
containing the wax in ‘suspension through 
an apparatus known as a centrifuge. In 
present methods however it has been found 
necessary to mix with the chilled stock some 
foreign liquid such as water in order to aid 
intthe discharge of the Wax from the appa 
ratus. And because of the clogging of the 
apparatus with cold wax it has also been pro 
posed to introduce hot water into the bowl 
of the centrifuge in order to melt the wax 
and carry it out, particularly if the wax is 
crystalline. ‘Furthermore it has been pro 
posedto heat the wax being discharged by 
means of electrical heating elements mounted - 
in the upper portion of the bowl of the cen¢ 

ge. 
‘ It is evident that when a foreign liquid is 
introduced into the ‘separator the capacity is‘ 
correspondingly reduced and if this liquid 
is heated in order to melt the wax the oil-wax 
mixture will also be heated and therefore a 
certain amount of the precipitated ‘wax will 
be redissolved in the oil. ’ ' 
Depending on the previous treatment of 

the oil the wax may separate out on chilling 
in either one of two different forms; crystal 
line or amorphous. ‘Under present commer 
cial methods the separation of crystalline 
wax from oil by use of the centrifuge has 
met with considerable dit?culty probably be-‘ 
cause of the harder character of‘ the wax de 
posit made in the machine. In fact, its dis 
charge from the centrifuge has heretofore 
been made possible only by the use of a 
heated liquid such as water. 
The present invention relates generally to 

improvements in processes and apparatusvof 
the ’ type referred to, the principal object 
being to overcome the ‘defects inherent in 

7 these processes. 

A further object of the invention is to. 
‘ produce a process and apparatus adapted for 

50 the commercial separation of wax, either 

crystalline or amorphous, from oils contain 
ing the same. > 
A further object is to produce a continuous 

process wherein the use of a foreign liquid is 
unnecessary for the continuous A removal of 
the solid or semisolid wax. '_' < ' 
A still. further object is to produce an ap 

paratus which is adapted to operate continu 
ously and at maximum capacity for the sep 
aration of wax from oil. 
Other objects and advantages will be ap 

parent from the following detailed descrip-, 
tion taken in connection with the accompany 
ing drawing in which 
The ?gure“ is a vertical view partly in sec 
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tion of a portion of a centrifugal separator ’ 
c'onstructed in accordance with the invention 
and adapted to carry out the novel process. 
The separator as shown is,‘ of the type 

known as the De Laval with certain im 
portant im rovements which renders it par 
ticularly a apted for the separation of wax 
from oils. ' 
The oil from which the wax is to be sepa-i a 

rated is delivered from a refrigerating plant 
after having been cooled su?icientl ‘(10° to 
—10° F.) to throw the wax out 0 solution 
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and is passed by means of a conduit 2 into , 
a separator 3. To the conduit 2 is attached 
an automatic‘ ?oat valve feed regulator which 
comprises a T-head 4 inside of which a tube 
.6 slides to regulate the ?ow from. pipe 2. 
The tube 6 is mounted centrally-of and ex 

tends through a ?oat 8 which is placed in 
the feed cup 10 of the separator 3. The oil 
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wax mixture ?ows from the pipe 2 into the a 
head 4 then through conduit 6 into the feed 
cup 10 in which the ?uctuation of the liquid 
level operates the tube 6 by means of the 
?oat 8 to increase or decrease the ?ow of 
mixture from the pipe 2 in accordance with 
the capacity of the‘ separator. ‘The outer 
surface of the upper vend of conduit 6 and 
the inner surface‘of the head 4 are machined 
so that perfect functioning of the valve is 
assured at all times. The oil-wax mixture 
passes from the-feed cup '10 downthrough 
“feed conduit '12 which discharges into a cen 
tral conduit 14 of- a separator bowl 16. 
.From the conduit 14 themixture "discharges 
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:radially into thelbottomof the bowl by con 
duits 18. Within the bowl 16 is a liner com 
prising a plurality of superimposed frustro 
conical discs 20 provided as is common, with 
ori?ces (not shown) through which the oil 
and wax may ?ow upwardly through the 
bowl. The spaces between the discs 20 pro 
vide a number of small separating chambers 
in which the wax and oil are separated by 
the! centrifugal force supplied by rotating 

7 the bowl 16. In the case of oil and wax the 
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oil, being of less speci?c gravity than the 
wax, ?ows inward in the narrow chambers 
between the discs,‘ then ?ows upwardly in’ 
the space provided between the discs 20 and 
the outer wall of conduit 14, ?nally discharg 
ing from the bowl over a weir 22. The sepa 
rated oil discharging over the weir 22 is re— 
covered in the usual manner by means of a 
‘pan 24 and led awayto storage by the con 
duit 26. The wax is thrown by the cen 
trifugal force of the rotating bowl onto the 
inner surface thereof and forms a/wax zone 
extending into the outer ends of the cham 
bers between the discs 20. As the wax ac 
cumulates it ?ows upward along the inner 
Wall of the bowl into a conduit 30 formed by. 

, the bowl cover 31 and the disc-like extension 
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28 of the weir 22. The wax is ?nally dis 
charged from the bowl'around an annular 
plate 32 and over the capv of the bowl into 
the wax pan 34 from which it ?ows by the 
conduit 36. . - 

In order to avoid the difficulty heretofore 
experienced by having the wax harden or 
pack on the inner. walls of the bowl, in the 

. passage 30 and pan 34, provision is made to 
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introduce steam into the pan 34 by ‘a valved 
steam pipe 38 in order to keep the wax in a 
melted condition therein. The steam intro 
duced by the pipe 38 melts the wax in pan 34 
and Ipasses around its inner edge adjacent the 
how 16 so that the outer surface of the bowl 
including the cover 31 is heated by the steam 
to a degree su?icient to melt the wax coming 
in contact therewith. If desirable steam or 
a similar heating gas may be passed by an 
appropriate _ pipe directly into the space 
around the bowl from which'a portion may 
be allowed to ?ow into the pan 34, but all 
that is necessary is to keep the outer surface 
of the bowl at.a temperature slightly above 
the melting point of the’ wax. By the pres- 
ent method of heating, the, heat 1s con?ned 
entirely to the outer layer of the wax zone 
in the bowl so that as soon as this layer‘ is 
melted it immediately passes upward and 
»out of the bowl, in other words, the central 
zone in the bowl is at the temperature of the 
refrigerated mixture and as the wax sepa 
rates in the intermediate zone and passes 
outward it advances to the outer surface of 
the bowl and then out, thus preventing any 
re-solution of warmed wax in the oil. The 
melted wax being discharged may tend to 
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heat the oil inside the weir 22 but this‘is of 
no,importance since‘ the wax has‘ already 
been separated therefrom and this cold oil 
now serves as an insulation between the in 
?owing' mixture and the discharging wax. 
In cases in which the refri erated mixture 

of oil and wax is found to e very viscous 
so that the capacity of the separator would 

.70 

be materially affected, a quantity of naph-_ 
tha, gasoline or other similar thinning agent 
is mixed therewith in order to break the 
viscosity and thus increase the through-‘put 
of oil. The adding of the diluent may be 
done either'before ‘or after the refrigeration 
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80 but i done after, the diluent should be 
coole to the temperature of the wax oil " 
mixture. ' 

The present invention is equally appli 
cable to the treatment “bright stock,” 
“heavy distillates,” “overhead distillates” 
or the so-called “long residuums” and equal 
ly successful whether the wax is present in 
the crystalline or the amorphous form in the 
oil. With chilled oils containing only amor 
phous wax, however, the use of steam on the , 
outside of the bowl may be limited or dis 
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pensed with entirely because amorphous wax - 
or petrolatum is much more plastic and 
therefore .?ows ‘more readil than crystal 
line wax.. The use of steam 1s advantageous _ 95 
in any case and should at least be used in ' 
the wax pan to aid in the wax removal. 
The apparatus which forms an important 

‘part of the present invention differs from 
other apparatus of this type in that the wax 
and oil discharge openings in the bowl are 
brought, closer together2 both vertically and 
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horizontally by shortening the weir 22 and by - ' 
using a plate 32 having a smaller diameter 
than usual. The speci?c gravity of wax is. 
only a few hundredths greater than that of 
the oil from which it is separated and if it 
were not for the possibility of amplifying 
this difference by the use of centrifugal force 
a gravity separation of the two would be; 
practically impossible. Therefore in the ap 
paratus shown the height of the weir 22 with 
respect to the height of the wax discharge has 
been adjusted in accordance with the rela_-_ 
the densities of the wax and oil so that the 
zone of separation will be held more nearly 
the mid-vertical zone‘of the discs 20. Like 
wise the decrease in the inner diameter of the 
ring 32 is an adjustment in this same diree- ’ 4 
tion and gives a wax discharge at a point 
.with respect to the-oil discharge comparable 
to their respective speci?c gravities and quan 
tities in the mixture. With the treatment of 
distillates or residuums which differ widely 
in the speci?c gravity of the oil or_wax con 
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tent, smaller or larger rings may be substi- . - 
tuted in the place of the ring 32 in order to 
give the desired relation between the ?ow of 
oil and wax through-the apparatus.‘ The 130 
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height of the weir 22 may be made adjustable 
in any convenient manner. _ 
An important phase of the present mven 

“ tion is the separation and recovery of wax 
from oil by centrifugal separation without 
the aid of a high gravity liquid such as water 
or brine to carry the wax out of the separator 
as is used in present commercial processes. 
The apparatus described, by being operated _ 
without a carrier liquid gives a much greater 
through-put of oil per unit than otherwise 
would be obtained and therefore the total 
investment in separators for the treatment of 
a given quantity of oil per day is correspond 
ingly reduced. > 
The ?oat valve 8 as referred to above 

permits the operation of the apparatus at its 
- maximum capacity at all times regardless of 
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the variation due to the change in velocity of 
the bowl or to viscosity of the oil. With an 
ordinary faucet such a separator must al 
ways be run at a safe capaclty or an operator 
must be constantly changing the valve. By 
the use of the automatic ?oat valve described 
above a constant liquid head is also main 
tained in the apparatus which naturally 
avoids the changing of the various vertical 
separating zones existing on the interior of 
the bowl. . 
The separator as shown is understood to be 

mountedin the usual manner so that the bowl 
may be rotated at the usual rate. An upper 
pan is also shown by which over?ow'o'il from 
the pipe 12 in case of a sudden stoppage or 
from pan 24 may be taken care of. 

Instead of heating the bowl in the manner 
referred to, heat may be supplied ,to the 
separated wax by means of a small ‘steam 
coil or jacket mounted around the inner e 
riphery of the separator bowl and supplied 
with steam from suitable conduits in the bot 

. tom of the bowl which may connect through 
the bowl spindle with a suitable supply of 
steam or other heating agent. If this type of 

. heating is adopted the heating agent could 
_ be discharged into the passage 30 to be dis 
charged with the wax into the'pan 34. Warm 
water or steam would be a suitable heating 
agent in this case. 
The steam.which condenses in the wax pan 

can be run off with the wax and se arated by 
gravity or by cooling. The wax 0 take 36 is 
preferably bent so as to form a liquid seal to 
prevent the escape of steam. The small 
amount of steam which may pass from pan 

' 34 into pan 24 will do no damage in heating 
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the separated oil but as good a ?t as prac 
ticable should be secured between pain 24 
and weir 22. l 
The term “wax” as used in this speci?ca 

tion and appended claims unless otherwise 
quali?ed is understood to include any form 
of crystalline or amorphous wax-like mate 
rial which may be precipitated in an oil on 

‘ cooling. 

3 

While the invention has been particularly . 
described with respect to the separation of 
“wax” from oils it is nevertheless applicable 7 
for the separation of precipitates from oils 
or other liquids for example the separation 
of precipitated organic compounds from 
solvents or liquors or the separation of 
stearin from oleo. 
Having described the preferred form of 

the invention what is claimed as new is: 
1. The process of separating wax from 

chilled mineral oil containing wax in sus 
pension. which‘ comprises continuously in 
troducing the mixture of oil and wax into a 
centrifugal separator bowl whereby the wax 
is ‘separated from the oil in an outer layer 
surrounding the oil, applying gaseous ‘heat 
ing medium to the outer surface ofthe sepa 
rator bowl whereby said layer of wax is 
melted and separately discharging said sepa 
rated oil and melted wax from said sepa- 
rator. . 

2‘. The process of separating wax from oil 
in a chilled mixture in which the wax is 
thrown out of solution and in suspension in 
the oil, which comprises continuously feed 
ing such a'mixture into a centrifugal sepa 
rator where the constituents of the mixture 
are separated in accordance with their spe 
ci?c gravities, automatically feeding said 
mixture at a rate corresponding to the maxi 
mum capacity of the separator and increas— 
ing ‘the ?uidity of the separated wax in said 
separator while maintaining the capacity of 
the separator and while maintaining the mix_ 
ture being separated at substantially its in 
let temperature, by passing a hot gaseous 
heating medium in contact with the outer 
surface of said separator." 

3. The process of separating wax from oil 
after the mixture has been chilled to precipi 
tate the wax in the oil, which comprises con 
tinuously introducing the chilled mixture 
into the central portion‘ of a centrifugal sepa 
rating device whereby the wax collects in 
an outer zone and the oil collects in an inner 
zone, discharging the separated ingredients 
upwardly into respective receiving chambers, 
introducing a heating medium into the wax 
receiving chamber to melt the wax and simul 
taneously indirectly heating a portion of the 
wax collecting‘ in said outer zone by passing 
a gaseous heating medium in contact with 
said separating device whereby the ?uidity 
of said wax is increased. 

4. The process of centrifugally separating 
a mixture of substances of different speci?c 
gravity the heavier of which isin a state of 
suspension in the lighter, which comprises 
subjecting ‘the mixture to centrifugal force 
whereby the substances are strati?ed in con 
centric zones in accordance with their respec 
tive speci?c gravities the heavier constituent 
forming a zone surrounding the lighter, con~ 
tinually supplying the mixture to be sepa-. 
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rated, indirectly heating the outer portion 
of the zone containing the heavier constituent 
to increase its ?uidity by applying a gaseous 

_ heating medium to the outer surface of the 
5 container in which said substances are strati 
\?ed and continually discharging the sepa 
rated , constituents from their respective 
zones. . ' 

5. The process of centrifugally separating 
1o wax from oils, which‘ comprises continuously 

supplying to the separating zone of a cen 
trifugal separator a chilled mixture of oil 
and suspended wax, automatically regulating‘ 

. the supply of said mixture so as to maintain 
15 said separator at maximum capacity, strati 

ing said wax and oil in concentric zones in 
accordance with their respective speci?c 
gravities, continually discharging separated 
wax and oil from their respective zones into 

20 separate receiving’ pans and introducing 
steam into the wax‘ receiving pan to increase 
the ?uidity of the wax therein. _ 

6. A centrifugal separator for separating 
mixtures of ingredients the heavier of which 

25 is relatively viscous at the temperature of the 
mixture, which comprises a centriflwal bowl 
adapted to be rotated at high speeds, auto 
'matic means for feeding a regulated quan 
"tity of said mixture to said bowl, outlet ports 

30 in said bowl for the lighter and heavier con 
stituents of said mixture and means for ap 
plying a regulated quantity of a gaseous heat-' 
ing medium to the outer surface of said bowl 
to decrease the viscosity of said heavier con 

35 stituent. ~ 

7. A centrifugal separator adapted for sep— 
arating wax from oil, which comprises a cen 

' trifugal bowl having a cylindrical body por 
tion and a frustro-conical cover, automatic ' 

40 means for supplying a mixture of oil and wax 
centrally of said bowl in accordance with the 
capacity of said separator, separate outlets‘ 
above said cover for oil and wax, a separate 
collecting pan for said oil and wax, and means 
for passing a heating gas into said wax pan 
and downwardly on the exterior of said bowl 
cover and bod . ' ‘ 

45 

' 8. A centri ugal separator adapted for the j ‘ 
separation of a readily meltable solid con; 

50 stituent from a chilled mixture ~containing 
said solid in suspension in a liquid solvent of 
said solid, which comprises a centrifugal 

‘ bowl, means for feeding said mixture central 
ly of said bowl, a discharge for said liquid 

55 near the central portion of said bowl, a dis 
charge passage from the inner peripheral 
part of said bowl for said meltable solid con 
stituent and means for heating the outer zone 
of solid constituent in said bowl and dis— 

no charge passage, said heating means compris 
' ing means for passing a gaseous heating agent 

into contact with the' outer surface of said 
bowl and discharge passage. _ 

9. Acentrifugal separator adapted for sep 
05 arating wax from oil, which comprises a cen 
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trifugal separator bowl adapted to be rotated I 
at high speeds, means for feeding wax-oil 
mixture to said bowl, separate discharge pas 
sages from said bowl for wax and oil, a col 
lecting pan for discharged .oil, a collecting 
gpan for discharged wax and means in said 
wax pan for introducing thereinto a gaseous 
heating ?uid to heat and melt said wax. 

10. A centrifugal ‘ separator adapted for 
the separation of mixtures the constituents of 
which are of different s‘peci?c gravity, which 
comprises a centrifugal bowl, means for feed 
ing said mixture to said bowl, separate dis 
charge ports for the lighter and heavier con 
stituents of said mixture, the horizontal and 
‘vertical distance apart of said discharge ports 
being ?xed in accordance with the difference 
\in speci?c gravity of said lighter and heavier 
constituents to be separated. 
.11. The method of operating a centrifugal 

separator for the separation of a readily melt 
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able solid or semi-solid materiahfrom a J 
chilled mixture ‘comprising said material in 
suspension in a liquid solvent of said mate- I 
rial, which comprises introducing said chilled 
mixture into the separating chamber of a cen 
trifugal separator, rotating said separating. 
chamber at arelatively high speed to stratify 
said constituents in accordance with their re 
spective speci?c gravities, heating the wall of 
the separating chamber against which the 
readily meltable solid material collects in said 
chamber by applying a gaseous heating me 
dium to the opposite side of said wall, there 
by to melt said material and facilitate its dis 
charge from said chamber, and separately dis 
charging said melted material and said liq 
uid from said separating chamber._ 
In testimony whereof I a?ix my signature. 

' ' ' ELI F. BURCH. 
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